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SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE LAAT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AUTHORISATION APPLICATION 

IN RESPECT OF PHYSICAL LOTTERY AND INSTANT LOTTERY PRODUCTS 

THE APPLICANT 

The Lottery Agents' Association of Tasmania Inc (LAAT) is the State Peak Body representing lottery 

agents in Tasmania. The LAAT represents 80 lottery agents in Tasmania, the vast majority of whom 

are also newsagents, and all of which are small or micro businesses employing less than 20 staff. 

Historically, lottery providers have made publicly available certain basic information in relation to 

the size, nature and scope of the lottery industry within a particular jurisdiction. Such information 

has from time to time included: the total number and composition of agents within the lottery 

distribution network; the total annual amount of agent commissions paid; information in respect of 

the best performing agents; and other similar statistical information. 

In jurisdictions dominated by major private lottery operators the availability of important statistical 

information concerning the nature of the industry remains firmly within the control of the private 

operators. Consequently, significant information asymmetries develop which make difficult the task 

for lottery distribution agents in providing informed responses in matters, such as this authorisation 

application, which arise out of the commercial relationships with these major private lottery 

operators. 

The LAAT can advise that the total agents' commission paid by lntralot in respect of Tasmanian 

lottery distribution agents for the financial year 2010/2011 was··· which included an average 

agents' commission of- per annum. 

At the time of drafting this application, requests made to Tattersalls for the relevant statistical 

information referred to above had been denied. Information gathered from a sample of LAAT 

members appeared to indicate that average commission for Tattersalls lottery distribution agents for 

2011 was approximately··· per annum. 

As an approximate measure of the size of each lottery distribution contract in respect of this 

authorisation application, it is the understanding of the LAAT that the best performing Tasmanian 

lottery distribution agent in recent years earned a maximum of approximately to···· 

per annum in commission. 
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APPLICATION 

 

This application seeks authorisation to conduct collective bargaining for a period of five years, on 

behalf of members of the LAAT on an opt-in basis where the LAAT can demonstrate previous written 

consent from members authorising collective negotiation on their behalf. 

 

Further, the LAAT intends this application be expressed in accordance with section 88(10) 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), so as to apply to or in relation to any persons who 

become a party to the proposed arrangements in the future.  

 

The LAAT requests that this application be considered under the Commission’s streamlined 

authorisation process. 

 

 

Analogous Authorised Conduct 

Various peak bodies representing lottery agents have successfully sought authorisation and 

notification to engage in collective bargaining conduct on behalf of their members where a private 

operator holds the licence to operate a major lottery. 

 

Lottery Agents Queensland holds an authorisation (A91101) to collectively bargain with Golden 

Casket. The Lottery Agents’ Association of Victoria holds an authorisation (A91126) to collectively 

bargain with Tattersall’s and Intralot. The NSW and ACT Newsagents’ Association holds an 

authorisation to collectively bargain with NSW Lotteries (A91269). More recently, the Australian 

Newsagents’ Federation successfully applied for notification of collective bargaining conduct on 

behalf of certain South Australian members in respect SA Lotteries and its impending sale to a 

private lotteries operator (CB00156). 

 

 

TARGET PARTIES 

 

The target parties to this proposed collective bargaining authorisation are Tattersalls Sweeps Pty Ltd 

(‘Tattersalls’) a subsidiary of Tatts Group, which holds a major lottery licence in Tasmania and is a 

provider of physical lottery products; Golden Casket Lottery Corporation Limited (‘Golden Casket’) is 

a Tatts Group subsidiary, and provides instant lottery products in Tasmania through Tattersalls; and 

Intralot Australia Pty Ltd (‘Intralot’) which also holds a foreign games permit in Tasmania and 

provides both physical lottery and instant lottery products.  

 

Tattersalls and Golden Casket combined, together with Intralot (‘the target parties’), comprise a 

duopoly for the provision of physical and instant lottery products and related services in Tasmania, 

which involve games of chance, made available to consumers through a network of approximately 

94 distributors holding valid distribution franchise agreements or licences. The network of lottery 
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distribution agents holding Tattersalls distribution franchise agreements numbers approximately 85, 

of which 80 are members of the LAAT. There are 24 lottery distribution agents contracted to Intralot, 

including 15 LAAT members.  

 

Tattersalls runs a number of its own lotteries and syndicates a number of lotteries operated by 

interstate lotteries organisations. The lotteries offered by Tattersalls include:1 

 

- Monday and Wednesday X Lotto: This is the standard lottery game which is drawn two times 

each week on Monday and Wednesday evenings.  

- Tattslotto: A national lottery run by Tatts Group Ltd and is syndicated throughout Australia. 

It is syndicated to other state lottery operators and is known by different names in other 

states (ie, Saturday X Lotto, Saturday Lotto, Gold Lotto, etc).  

- Super 7’s Oz Lotto: A national game operated by Tattersalls and syndicated throughout 

Australia under different names such as Oz Lotto. Super 7’s Oz Lotto is drawn on Tuesday 

evenings.  

- Powerball: A national game operated by Tattersalls and syndicated throughout Australia. 

Powerball is drawn on Thursday evenings. 

- Super 66: A national lottery (excluding NSW) drawn every Saturday evening. 

- The Pools: This game is syndicated to Tatts Lotteries by SA Lotteries and is also syndicated to 

others state lottery organisations where it is known by other names, (ie, ‘6 from 38 Pools’ in 

NSW). The Pools are drawn on Saturday evenings. 

- ‘Instant Scratch-Its’ – Golden Casket sells various scratch card instant lotteries in which the 

tickets are sealed or conceal in some other way the symbols giving rise to the winning 

chance. 

 

Intralot also runs a number of its own lotteries. The lotteries offered by Intralot include:2 

- Lucky Scratchies: A card based instant lottery in which the tickets are sealed or conceal in 

some way the symbols giving rise to the winning chance. 

- Lucky Keno: A standard lottery game comprising of a draw of 20 numbers from 80 from 

which player entries are required to pick 10 numbers. Lucky Keno is drawn once daily. 

- Lucky 5 Red or Black: A standard lottery game comprising of a draw of 5 numbers and the 

colour red or black. 

- Lucky 3: A standard lottery game comprising of a draw of three numbers between 0 and 9. 

Lucky 3 is drawn daily. 

- Lucky Lines: An ‘instant pick’ lottery where player entries are randomly generated and 

instantly printed for players. Lucky Lines is drawn daily.  

- Lucky Bingo Star: This is a standard lottery game, which is drawn every Sunday. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
Tattersalls Lotteries, Games<http://www.tattersalls.com.au>. 

2
Intralot Lotteries, Home<https://www.intralot.com.au/IntralotAustralia/PlayerSection>. 

http://www.tattersalls.com.aus/
https://www.intralot.com.au/IntralotAustralia/PlayerSection
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Tasmanian Lotteries Legislation 

The Tasmanian Gaming Commission (‘TGC’) is an independent statutory body which administers the 

Gaming Control Act 1993 (Tas) and the Gaming Control Regulation 2004 (Tas) and is responsible for 

maintaining the integrity of all lotteries conducted in Tasmania. The regulatory role of the TGC, 

similarly to that of corresponding regulators in other jurisdictions also encompasses responsibility 

for the development, implementation and integrity of the broader regulatory framework across the 

liquor and gambling sector. 

 

 

PURPOSE OF THE APPLICATION 

 

Lottery distribution agent agreements in Tasmania, as in other jurisdictions, are standard form 

contracts presented to the lottery distributors on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, each of whom are 

required to comply with the conditions impose on the lottery licence holder. 

 

Previously, the LAAT could raise matters and attempt to address serious issues with major lottery 

licence holders in Tasmania in a manner that would not give rise to competition concerns under 

competition and consumer protection legislation. However, this reactive approach led to 

commercial issues being addressed by individual lottery agents and the LAAT only after the 

manifestation of material financial imposts or significant other inconvenience. 

 

The purpose of this application is to provide Tasmanian lottery distribution agents, through the 

process of collective bargaining, greater input into their distribution contracts and a means of 

proactively addressing commercial concerns before or as they arise. The LAAT anticipates a number 

of benefits arising from such an arrangement, which will be discussed later in more detail. 

 

It is expected that in the absence of a collective bargaining arrangement, Tasmanian lottery 

distribution agents will continue to individually receive increasingly disadvantageous standard form 

agent agreements, and remain without an adequate or effective means of addressing matters of 

commercial concern in respect of their single most important commercial relationship. 

 

 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ARRANGEMENT PROPOSED 

 

The LAAT proposes to collectively bargain on behalf of its members in respect of the terms and 

conditions of the lottery distribution agent agreements with the target parties, in relation to the 

following matters: 

 

 Commissions paid to the lottery agents; 

 Agency application fees; 
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 Fees payable by the agent to each of the target parties respectively, including but not limited 

to: 

o Terminal charge; 

o Sale of lottery product charge; 

o Establishment Fees; 

o Franchise Fee; and 

o Price of Entries; 

 Terms of supply and rights of termination under the agent agreement, including but not 

limited to: 

o Sales Targets; 

o Agent and Staff Training; 

o Required Equipment; 

o Insurances; 

o Retail image, design and implementation; and 

 Alterations and amendments to ancillary matters contained within relevant agent procedure 

manuals. 

 

No dispute resolution procedure is proposed between the participating lottery distribution agents as 

each lottery distribution agent may withdraw from the collective bargaining process if they consider 

that their interests are not being adequately served. If necessary, mediation is proposed as the initial 

means of resolving disputes between the collective bargaining group and the target parties during 

bargaining process. However, it is proposed this matter will be resolved with each of the target 

parties individually from the outset of the collective bargaining process. 

 

The dispute resolution procedure during the term of the proposed contractual arrangement as 

between the participants and the target parties to this proposed authorisation would most likely 

take the form of the dispute resolution procedure outlined in clause 19 of the current Tattersalls 

Franchise Agreement (Attachment 3), being Part 4 of the Franchising Code of Conduct as prescribed 

under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth); and clause 21 of the Intralot Licence 

Agreement (Attachment 4). 

 

In addition to non-price contract terms, it is proposed that the LAAT will bargain in respect of agent 

commission in consideration for which Tasmanian distribution agents party to the authorisation will 

provide lottery distribution services to the target parties.  

 

Collective bargaining is proposed to be conducted through the LAAT or its nominated representative. 

Where matters arise of a significant or material nature for participating lottery distribution agents 

require decision during the negotiation process, the LAAT with the assistance of its Board of 

Management will refer the relevant question or questions to its membership, allowing for a 

reasonable period in which members may respond.  
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The participants do not propose to engage in exclusionary conduct. To avoid any doubt, the 

proposed arrangements do not include any collective boycott activity. In the event agreement 

cannot be reached with any of the target parties, the voluntary nature of the proposed collective 

bargaining process will require each participating lottery distribution agent to unilaterally determine 

whether it will, or will not enter into an arrangement with each respective target party. 

 

 

MARKET DEFINITION 

 

The LAAT submits that two functional markets exist in respect of the lottery distribution services 

provided by Tasmanian lotteries agents. The first being the provision of distribution services for 

physical lottery and instant lottery products to the individual target parties, and the second 

functional market being the supply of physical lottery and instant lottery products to consumers.  

 

The regulatory framework particular to each jurisdiction governs the licensing, distribution and sale 

of lottery products in each State and Territory. In Tasmania licensed lottery providers and their 

distribution agents are regulated by the TGC established under Gaming Control Act 1993 (Tas). As a 

consequence, this regulatory framework confines the geographical markets for both the distribution 

of physical lottery and instant lottery products and the ultimate supply to consumers of physical 

products, within Tasmania. Exceptions to the state based regulatory frameworks exist for the sale of 

online lottery products, of which more will be said later in this submission.  

 

Provision of Lottery and Instant Lottery Distribution Services 

Tasmanian lotteries agents distribute lottery and instant lottery products in return for a commission 

on the sale of those products. Competition occurs between lottery agents in the provision of these 

services, although the nature of this competition is limited, and is discussed in more detail below. 

The target parties are duopoly suppliers of lottery products in Tasmania and as a consequence, are 

duopsony acquirers of the distribution services of physical lottery and instant lottery products in 

Tasmania. 

 

The current Tasmanian gaming licensing regimes do not permit lottery agents to offer distribution 

services for other forms of gambling. Consequently, there is likely to be a low level of supply side 

substitutability as Tasmanian lottery agents are very unlikely to find alternative gaming products to 

distribute. 

 

Supply of lottery products to consumers 

There are a wide range of other gambling and wagering products available to consumers, and it is 

important to note that this authorisation application confines itself to the provision of distribution 

services of physical lottery and instant lottery products to each of the target parties.  
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Tasmanian distribution agents compete with one another in the retail of physical lottery products to 

consumers. The nature and extent of the competition between distribution agents is examined in 

conjunction with other public detriments. 

 

Further, the Productivity Commission in its 2010 report into gambling identified demand side 

substitutability between gambling products associated with higher rates of problem gambling,3 

however, the Commission failed to identify any such relationship between lotteries (and other ‘soft 

gambling’ products) and other gambling products not associated with problem gambling. 

 

 

COUNTERFACTUAL 

 

Tasmanian lottery distribution agents, like their interstate counterparts, receive standard form 

franchise agreements and other operational manuals and materials, with limited opportunity for 

input from the LAAT. A failure to successfully secure an authorisation would continue the status quo, 

precluding the LAAT from negotiating on behalf of its members on matters such as fees and 

commissions and the other terms of supply, as this conduct would raise concerns under the 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth). 

 

The LAAT submits the counterfactual situation in respect of arrangements for which authorisation is 

sought will almost certainly involve each agent entering into individual standard form agreements 

with each of the target parties. 

 

 

PUBLIC DETRIMENTS 

 

Low level of individual bargaining power, absent collective arrangements 

There are 94 lottery agents throughout Tasmania. The target parties are the duopoly suppliers of 

physical lottery and instant lottery products in Tasmania, and therefore the duopsony acquirers of 

lottery distribution services. Consequently, the target parties occupy a strong bargaining position in 

respect of the network of distribution agents.  

 

The LAAT submits that Tasmanian lottery distribution agents are price takers having little or no 

influence over the commissions and other fees they are paid. Lottery revenue is of particular 

importance to lottery distribution agents, the majority of whom are newsagents that derive a 

consistent level of revenue ranging from between 10-35% of gross profit on a consistent basis from 

the sale of physical lottery and instant lottery products. Also of importance is the function that 

lottery products play in drawing customer traffic into a store. Industry research into aggregated 

point of sale data indicates that within newsagent based lottery distribution agents, an approximate 

average of 53%-73% of consumer baskets include physical lottery or instant lottery products, and on 

                                                           
3
 Productivity Commission, Inquiry Report: Gambling (26 February 2010) 16.8-9, 16.50. 
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average 29% of these transactions include the purchase of non-lottery products.4 The magnitude of 

the financial impact to such businesses is understood by many within the industry to be greater than 

the lost lottery sales, and will almost certainly extend to the other significant non-lottery sales 

associated with each lost customer. 

 

By comparison, the target parties are large well-resourced businesses whose approach to the lottery 

distribution relationship is tempered by an understanding of both the importance of a lottery 

distribution agency in the business mix of a newsagent or small business distributor, and of the 

availability of other potential distribution channels for lottery products.  

 

The LAAT submits that were its members to enter individual contracts with the target parties, 

particularly where characterised by standard form agreements, the level of negotiation of relevant 

terms and conditions would be low.  

 

Where lottery agents are offered little opportunity to extract more favourable terms and conditions, 

or meagre inducement to innovate once appointed, such circumstances are characterised by limited 

competition. Consequently, the low level of current competition will assist in limiting the possible 

public detriment from the proposed arrangements. 

 

Voluntary participation 

The LAAT proposes that participation in the collective bargaining process be voluntary for all parties.  

 

If agreement cannot be reached with the target parties or if any party is dissatisfied with the 

arrangement, each party to the collective bargaining authorisation may elect to individually contract. 

 

Further, the target parties are under no obligation to participate in the collective bargaining 

arrangements and are free to negotiate individually with lottery agents as an alternative or 

complement to collective bargaining. The voluntary nature of the proposed conduct will reduce 

possible public detriment. 

 

Coverage and composition of the group 

This collective bargaining authorisation application seeks to aggregate the bargaining power of those 

Tasmanian lotteries distribution agents who are members of the LAAT. Prior to the submission of 

this application at the time of its drafting, the number of LAAT members who are Tattersalls 

distribution agents is 80. The total number of Tattersalls distribution agents in Tasmania is 85. The 

total number of Intralot lottery distribution agents is 24 of which 15 are members of the LAAT. The 

LAAT understands there to be 9 lottery distribution agents holding only Intralot licence agreements, 

while there are 15 lottery distribution agents who hold valid agreement with each of the target 

parties. 

                                                           
4
Mark Fletcher, ‘Why a newsagency brand is more important than a channel’ (Speech delivered at the newsXpress 

Conference, Grand Hyatt Melbourne, 14-16 October 2009). 
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The arrangement proposed by the LAAT purports to represent the majority of current instant and 

physical lottery product distribution agents in Tasmania. By contrast, the target parties are duopsony 

acquirers of distribution services for physical lottery and instant lottery products. Whilst the size of 

the proposed bargaining group remains significant, lottery distribution agents’ collective bargaining 

power will be constrained by the considerable countervailing power of the target parties, 

particularly in respect of their size, sophistication, and financial and human resources, as well as the 

availability of other distribution channels for lottery products. 

 

Further, the bargaining power of the current network of lottery agents is constrained by the 

existence of other possible distribution networks, including delicatessens, supermarkets, service 

stations and chemists.5 Each of the target parties is no doubt aware of alternative distribution 

channels available, either through a gradual expansion into associated non-newsagent small 

business networks or through rapid expansion of its network into chain brand retail locations, as has 

occurred in NSW, Victoria and other States and Territories. 

 

Sales volume of online lottery products is small when compared with sales of physical and instant 

lotteries products, however growth in the online market has been relatively rapid with a number of 

state lottery operators establishing online sales platforms. The growth of the online lotteries market 

in Australia has been driven, (i) by an attempt to market lottery products to a customer demographic 

not traditionally associated with retail distribution networks, and (ii) by concerns among each major 

State lottery operators of foregoing sales to major rival interstate lottery operators seeking growth 

opportunities beyond the geographic and regulatory restraints of physical and instant lottery 

products. The target parties like all other interstate lottery providers operate an online lottery 

business selling electronic lottery products directly to consumers. Online distribution permits state 

based lottery operators to supply their lottery products directly to consumers in other states; 

effectively using cyberspace to circumvent state based regulatory frameworks which govern the sale 

of physical lottery product. The online lottery distribution channel will contribute to the 

countervailing power of the target parties when dealing with lottery distribution agents in 

negotiations, by providing the target parties alternative independent modes of distribution. In effect 

the bargaining power of distribution agents is diluted as a close substitute to physical lottery and 

instant lottery products are available to consumers of lottery products as a consequence of the 

expansion of Tasmanian and interstate online lotteries providers.  

 

The LAAT emphasises that in respect of each of the target parties, the extent that terms and 

conditions of any standard form agreement and agent manual negotiated by the LAAT are applied to 

lottery distribution agents not party to the proposed bargaining arrangement, would be a reflection 

of the preferences of each target party in adopting a single convenient set of arrangements, 

however negotiated. 

 

                                                           
5
 SA Lotteries, submission to Productivity Commission, Inquiry Report: Gambling (26 February 2010) 2.15. 
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The target parties are free, should they choose, to negotiate individual terms and conditions outside 

of the defined collective bargaining group. Consequently, the application of any standard form 

agreement to distribution agents outside the defined bargaining group, whilst a matter capable of 

influence by the LAAT, would be at the complete discretion of each of the target parties. 

 

Boycott activity 

This collective bargaining authorisation application does not contemplate any collective boycott 

activity.  

 

Retail Competition between lottery agents to supply consumers 

Pricing and agent commission for physical and instant lottery products is determined by each of the 

target parties respectively. Consequently, there is effectively no retail price competition between 

Tasmanian lottery distribution agents.  

 

Particular aspects of sale, payment method, display, advertising and other non-price terms are 

regulated by the TGC. These restrictions on the sale and promotions of physical and instant lottery 

products limit the extent of competition on non-price factors, for example, minimum service 

requirements prescribe a minimum level of staffing and availability levels, in effect constraining free 

competition on certain non-price matters. However, Tasmanian lottery distribution agents are able 

to compete on some non-price factors, such as convenience and location.  As a result, it is unlikely 

that the collective bargaining arrangements proposed will impact on these areas of potential 

competitive advantage in respect of non-price competition. 

 

PUBLIC BENEFITS 

 

Increased input into contracts – Countervailing power 

The imbalance in bargaining power noted previously will likely be reflected in the contract terms 

negotiated between individual Tasmanian lotteries distribution agents and the target parties. The 

prevalent use of standard form contracts and unlikely prospect of individual negotiation represent 

barriers to effective input by lottery agents into contractual terms and are likely to further entrench 

existing imbalances in bargaining power. 

 

The proposed collective bargaining authorisation application presents a mechanism through which 

Tasmanian lotteries distribution agents maybe allowed greater input into their contracts and also 

provides an opportunity for greater commercial efficiency by redressing bargaining power relativities 

between the parties, but not to such an extent as to reverse the bargaining power imbalance. 

 

Despite the existence of a proposed collective bargaining authorisation it would remain open to the 

target parties to contract individually with Tasmanian lottery distribution agents. The proposed 

arrangements provide Tasmanian lottery distribution agents improved opportunity for greater input 

into their commercial arrangements ,where counterparties agree, thus allowing the contract terms 

to be more reflective of the issues of concern to the lottery distribution agents, whilst not limiting 
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the target parties’ ability to tailor collectively negotiated contracts to individual circumstances where 

appropriate.  

 

Transaction cost savings – greater small business efficiency 

Further transaction costs savings are possible notwithstanding the use of standard form contracts by 

the target parties, especially where individual distribution agents require professional or legal advice 

or other information in the process of making properly informed decisions. 

 

The consolidation and sharing of this information through the proposed collective bargaining 

arrangement will likely reduce the transaction costs of individual lottery agents wishing to 

collectively bargain with the target parties. 

 

Maintenance of the existing system safeguards for the sale of soft gambling products 

Irrespective of the outcome of this authorisation application, the processes and standards of service, 

such as ‘responsible gaming’, adopted by the target parties in the distribution of physical and instant 

lottery products must comply with obligations imposed by the Gaming Control Regulation 2004 (Tas) 

and the licence conditions of the major lottery operators.  

 

Similarly, Tasmanian lotteries distribution agents are required to comply with the policies and 

directions of the TGC, whose function it is to monitor and assess the economic and social impacts of 

such systems and to ensure that the benefit to the community of legalised gambling are maximised 

whilst its costs to the community are minimised.  

 

Greater certainty and capacity for small business representatives to negotiate 

The LAAT often assists its members with various business matters, such as securing access to 

appropriate legal and financial services, or bringing matters of member concern to the attention of 

major suppliers, without necessarily giving rise to competition concerns under the Competition and 

Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).  

 

The flow of information facilitated by the LAAT to its small business members is of particular 

importance in the context of collective bargaining with the target parties as it is likely to lead, 

through better informed individuals, to better informed markets. 

 

The LAAT does not intend to undertake any action beyond the negotiation of terms and conditions 

of agreements with the target parties on behalf of its members. The ability of the LAAT to negotiate 

with target parties under the proposed authorisation application will provide its membership with 

greater clarity as to the range of permitted conduct.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

For the reasons set out above the LAAT submits that the Commission should not object in respect of 

the attached authorisation application, as the proposed conduct will generate public benefits 

outweighing any identifiable public detriment. 

 




